Western Reserve Hospital Research Expo

• Showcase scientific research projects among all hospital staff (clinical and non-clinical)
• Emphasize our culture of learning and innovation
• Projects must be related to healthcare, but may span the continuum of clinical and non-clinical topics

Important Dates:

Abstracts Due: Tuesday, September 3rd..................Click here for Abstract Template
Posters Due: Monday, September 23rd.............Click here for Poster Template
*Editable Poster template available upon approval of Abstract

Expo Day

Wednesday, October 23rd
5:00 - 7:00 pm
Auditorium 1

Additional Information:

• Project judging will occur during the Expo
• Participants must be present from 5-7pm in order to discuss their project with the judges, and to be eligible for cash prizes and recognition
• CLIMB research projects are NOT eligible for cash prizes
• For additional information, please contact a member of the Research Expo Committee:
  Nealie D’Abate: ndabate@westernreservehospital.org
  Jodie Lynch: jlynch@westernreservehospital.org
  Rachel Messenger: rmessenger@westernreservehospital.org
  Hannah Rowe: hrowe@westernreservehospital.org
  Katherine Teodosio: kteodosio@westernreservehospital.org
  Stephanie Thompson: sthompson1@westernreservehospital.org